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reproving him, restraining him, and if need be correcting him . . .*
answers,
... those things are out of doors long ago; do you think I'll trouble myself
with my apprentices at that rate? No, no, not LI never struck a servant in my
life and if I should, who do you think would stay with me? Apprentices now-
adays are not like what they were when you and I were apprentices; now we
get a hundred pounds or two or three hundred pounds apiece with them;
they are too high for reproof or correction.
To his wife he remarks, 'youth are come to that pass, they will be under
no government now*. Discipline meant 'correction', and correction
meant corporal punishment Theories as to the limits and merits of
corporal punishment were much modified in the course of the century.
Sixty years later Hanway complains that
... there is scarce an apprentice boy turned fifteen years of age who, contrary
to the practice of our forefathers, is not suffered to go abroad almost as soon
as the shop is shut. These boys and young men challenge it as a kind of right,
and if the master is as dissipated as his servant, which is often the case, he
takes no thought till he finds himself robbed, which I believe happens much
more often than he discovers ... many keep bad company, the society of
each other is dangerous *.. vice is costly, money must be supplied from what
quarter it may.28
That this is a true description of London apprenticeship can hardly be
doubted. Place said in 1835, * the conduct of apprentices ... was such
as can scarcely be believed without good evidence*.24 As an apprentice
he went to cock and hen clubs and made the acquaintance of the lowest
grades of prostitutes who lived in Wapping and St Katherine's: *I went
frequently among these girls - that is -1 went with other lads ... and
at that time spent many evenings at the dirty public-houses frequented
by them'.29
We were all sons of master tradesmen, or of persons of some consideration,
not sons of the very meanest of the people, yet among us this bad conduct
was suffered to exist unchecked, uncontrolled11
Place was exceptional in not being ruined by such temptations; on the
contrary, his early experiences gave him a passion for reform and for
the education of die working people.
Whether such customs were a new development, owing to an in-

